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Battery modelling among new features in
Ricardo Software 2020.2 release
The new 2020.2 release of powertrain design and optimization
software from Ricardo brings a wealth of new features and
capabilities – including for electric vehicle battery design –
together with improved accuracy and functionality
The second of Ricardo Software’s quarterly product releases for 2020 brings new
capabilities in the area of electrified vehicle powertrains. With battery systems a key
focus of hybrid and electric vehicle development, both the Ricardo VECTIS CFD
package and IGNITE complex systems modelling product now provide solutions for
optimizing battery systems. Crucially, these include modelling of the detailed heat
exchange and cell degradation that occurs through use and storage.
In addition, IGNITE also includes new models related to gear shift control which,
combined with duty cycle customization and improvements related to modelling of
driveline efficiency, enable engineers to optimize drivelines for both conventional and
hybrid vehicles.
Building on the results of ongoing Ricardo research, the new 2020.2 release includes
several improvements in the accuracy and usability of combustion modelling in VECTIS
that will assist in the drive to reduce emissions across all internal combustion engine
sectors. This includes improved accuracy of spark ignition modelling for large engines,
faster simulations and new detailed kinetics tools.

Significant improvements have also been made to the WAVE 1D gas dynamics and
performance simulation tool as well as to its industry-leading real-time equivalent
WAVE-RT to enable advanced virtual calibration, including its use in software-in-theloop (SiL) and hardware-in-the-loop (HiL) environments. These include real time NOx
emissions prediction, a new knock detection model and improved sensing of the
lambda response. Together with various workflow improvements and combined with
usability improvements to WAVE, these mean that WAVE-RT remains at the forefront
of delivering real time solutions for SIL and HIL applications.
“I am pleased that we have been able to deliver the new 2020.2 release to Ricardo
Software customers,” commented Ricardo Software MD Kimberly Matenchuk. “This
new release brings fresh innovations in battery and hybrid vehicle powertrain
optimization, together with significant improvements to our fluid simulation products.
The 2020.2 release demonstrates clearly Ricardo Software’s commitment to providing
our customers with advanced simulation technologies that help them to develop the
cleaner, more efficient and sustainable vehicles of tomorrow.”

Further details of the full range of upgrades available in the Ricardo Software 2020.2
release – together with information on product licensing – can be found at
https://software.ricardo.com/software-updates/ricardo-software-2020-2
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NOTES TO EDITORS:
Ricardo plc is a global, world-class, multi-industry consultancy for engineering, technology,
project innovation and strategy. Our people are committed to providing outstanding value
through quality engineering solutions focused on high efficiency, low emission, class-leading
product innovation and robust strategic implementation. With a century of delivering
excellence and value through technology, our client list includes the world's major
transportation original equipment manufacturers, supply chain organizations, energy
companies, financial institutions and governments. Guided by our corporate values of respect,
integrity, creativity & innovation and passion, we enable our customers to achieve sustainable
growth and commercial success. Ricardo is listed in the FTSE4Good Index, which identifies
global companies that demonstrate strong environmental, social and governance (ESG)
practices. For more information, visit www.ricardo.com.
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